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ABSTRACT performance was observed for NH and CI listeners,
suggesting that the loss of spectral information was the
primary cause of the effects. The Speech IntelligibilityPrevious experiments have demonstrated that the cor-

rect tonotopic representation of spectral information Index was able to account for both NH and CI listeners’
results. No significant differences were observedis important for speech recognition. However, in pros-

thetic devices, such as hearing aids and cochlear among the four conditions that redistributed the spec-
tral information around the hole, suggesting thatimplants, there may be a frequency/place mismatch

due in part to the signal processing of the device and rerouting spectral information around a hole was no
better than simply dropping it.in part to the pathology that caused the hearing loss.

Local regions of damaged neurons may create a “hole” Keywords: cochlear implant, deafness, hearing aids, hear-
ing impairment, hearing loss, speech recognitionin the tonotopic representation of spectral infor-

mation, further distorting the frequency-to-place
mapping. The present experiment was performed to
quantitatively assess the impact of spectral holes on
speech recognition. Speech was processed by a 20-
band processor: SPEAK for cochlear implant (CI)
listeners, and a 20-band noise processor for normal- INTRODUCTION
hearing (NH) listeners. Holes in the tonotopic
representation (from 1.5 to 6 mm in extent) were In the normal-hearing ear there is a well-defined map-
created by eliminating electrodes or noise carrier ping of spectral information onto specific locations in
bands in the basal, middle, or apical regions of the the cochlea, with high frequencies processed near the
cochlea. Vowel, consonant, and sentence recognition base and low frequencies processed near the apex.
were measured as a function of the location and size Acoustic spectral information is parsed into its fre-
of the hole. In addition, the spectral information that quency components mechanically by the passive and
would normally be represented in the hole region was active frequency-selective vibration of the basilar mem-
either: (1) dropped, (2) assigned to the apical side of brane. These tonotopically mapped vibrations are con-
the hole, (3) assigned to the basal side of the hole, or verted into neural activation by the hair cells of the
(4) split evenly to both sides of the hole. In general, cochlea. However, in the hearing-impaired ear there
speech features that are highly dependent on spectral may be a loss of hair cells and/or auditory nerve fibers
cues (consonant place, vowel identity) were more as a result of the hearing loss pathology, which can
affected by the presence of tonotopic holes than tem- alter this normal frequency-to-place mapping.
poral features (consonant voicing and manner). Holes One type of alteration in the spectral–tonotopic
in the apical region were more damaging than holes mapping that commonly occurs in cochlear implants
in the basal or middle regions. A similar pattern of is an absolute frequency–place shift, in which spectral

information is presented to an electrode that is more
basally located than the normal acoustic place for that
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and CI listeners; both NH and CI listeners could toler- 2–4-kHz region, with maximum elevation toward the
ate a shift of �3 mm, equivalent to a �60% frequency lower-frequency end. If a hearing aid is fitted to this
shift relative to the matched cochlear location with patient with 50 dB of gain in the 2–4-kHz range, the
little effect on performance (Dorman et al. 1997; Fu patient will be able to perceive sound at those frequen-
and Shannon 1999). Shifts larger than 3 mm resulted cies. However, such amplification will cause informa-
in a sharp decrease in speech recognition. tion in the 2–4-kHz region to spread and activate hair

Another type of alteration in the tonotopic pattern cells and neurons in the tonotopic region above 4 kHz.
could result from localized loss of hair cells and/or Depending on the location and size of the hole, this
auditory neurons, producing a “hole” in the tonotopic kind of amplification may improve speech intelligibil-
representation. This localized loss would produce an ity. However, Turner et al. (1999) recently demon-
elevated sound threshold at a particular frequency in strated that amplification of high frequencies could
a hearing-impaired ear or an elevated electrical thresh- actually reduce speech intelligibility in some hearing-
old for one or more electrodes in an implanted ear. impaired listeners with 60 dB of hearing loss above 2
The normal clinical solution to such localized elevated kHz. They speculated that even though amplification
thresholds is to increase the gain of the device for that of this frequency region resulted in audibility of spec-
spectral region. However, if there is a complete loss tral information above 2 kHz, the resulting distortion
of hair cells and/or neurons in that tonotopic region, in the frequency–place representation might have
increasing the signal level will simply cause the activa- been detrimental. Thus, it is possible that amplifica-
tion to spread to neighboring regions where hair cells tion, in some cases, could actually reduce speech
and/or neurons are still intact. In this case the spectral intelligibility.
information from that band will be received but will
activate neurons in a different tonotopic region than
intended, producing a local warping in the tonotopic

Previous work on spectral holesrepresentation of spectral information.
Another potential distortion in cochlear implants

One of the earliest attempts to quantify the effect ofcould produce a warping of the spectral representation
lost spectral information was the development of theof speech in the cochlea relative to the acoustic repre-
Articulation Index (AI). Harvey Fletcher and col-sentation. For example, the frequency–place mapping
leagues varied the cutoff frequencies of high-pass andwould be warped if evenly spaced electrodes activate
low-pass filtered speech until each produced equalunequal regions of neurons due to uneven nerve sur-
speech recognition (Fletcher and Steinberg 1929;vival or nonuniform current flow. Shannon et al.
French and Steinberg 1947). Equal speech intelligibil-(1998) measured speech recognition with four-band
ity was found for speech either high-pass or low-passnoise processors under conditions that caused a warp-
filtered at about 1900 Hz, though lower cutoff fre-ing of the entire spectral-to-tonotopic mapping. Spec-
quency values have been reported more recently fortral information was analyzed into four logarithmically
more linguistically simple stimuli. The results sug-spaced frequency bands; the envelope information
gested that half of the speech intelligibility was foundfrom those bands was presented as modulations of
above 1900 Hz and half below 1900 Hz. More detailedfour linearly spaced noise bands, causing a logarithmic
studies have since derived frequency–importancewarping of the normal acoustic frequency–place map-
functions for various speech materials (e.g., Stude-ping. Results showed a dramatic decrease in perfor-
baker and Sherbecoe 1993) in which materials that aremance to a level equivalent to that produced by a
more linguistically simple have a crossover frequencysingle-channel processor, i.e., the loss of all spectral
lower than 1900 Hz. This basic methodology wasinformation. Although four bands of spectral informa-
updated recently (ANSI S3.5, 1997) and termed thetion were still extracted and presented, listeners were
Speech Intelligibility Index (SII).unable to make use of any of the spectral information.

The AI model integrates recognition probabilityWhile the results of that study demonstrated the devas-
across frequency bands, an operation that assumes thattating effects of warping the entire spectral-to-tono-
the recognition probability in each frequency band istopic mapping, the present study investigates the
independent of the recognition probability in all othereffects of more localized warping in the tonotopic
bands. However, it is well known that much speechrepresentation.
information is redundant and correlated across theAs an example of a localized warping in the tono-
frequency spectrum. Several recent studies have dem-topic pattern, consider a listener who has no
onstrated the highly synergistic additivity of speechremaining hair cells or neurons in the cochlear region
information from different spectral regions. Breeuwerthat is normally tuned to 2–4 kHz but who has normal
and Plomp (1984, 1985, 1986) showed that reasonablehearing at higher and lower frequencies. This listen-

er’s audiogram would show elevated thresholds in the speech recognition could be achieved with two octave
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bands of frequency information, even when eliminat- remediate a hearing loss, it is important to understand
the tradeoff between the loss of spectral informationing the midfrequency region of 1000–3000 Hz. Lipp-

mann (1996) demonstrated good speech recognition that occurs with no amplification and the possible
warping of the tonotopic representation caused byeven when the entire midfrequency region from 800

to 3000 Hz was removed. Warren et al. (1998) found amplification. The present study attempts to quantify
this tradeoff between the loss of information and dis-that excellent speech recognition was possible when

listening through a few narrow spectral bands (slits). tortion in the tonotopic representation.
Clearly, large regions of spectral information can be
dropped without disrupting speech recognition
because of the spectral redundancy of speech. It is not METHOD
clear if the AI can account for the high levels of speech
recognition observed in these studies when large por- Subjects
tions of the midfrequency region of spectral informa-
tion are missing. Six listeners fitted with the Nucleus-22 cochlear

implant and six normal-hearing listeners participatedThe distribution of neural activity in the cochlea
may be significantly altered when a region of the in the present experiment. All subjects were native

speakers of American English. All implant users hadcochlea is missing hair cells and neurons. Moore and
Glasberg (1997) proposed an excitation pattern model 20 active electrodes available and had used the SPEAK

speech processor for at least 4 years (see Table 1 forof loudness that could account for the loudness growth
functions of hearing-impaired listeners who had a more information). Normal-hearing listeners ranged

in age from 25 to 52 years and had thresholds betterlocalized loss of inner hair cells, which they termed
“dead regions.” Moore and colleagues proposed psy- than 15 dB HL at audiometric frequencies between

125 and 8000 Hz.chophysical methods for diagnosing these dead
regions (Moore et al. 2000; Moore 2001; Moore and
Alcantara 2001). Their results suggest that, for a signal Speech materials and testing procedure
located within a dead region, masking does not really
occur inside the dead region but rather at the edges Speech perception tests used to evaluate the experi-

mental settings were all presented without lip-readingof that region where the surviving hair cells respond
to both masker and signal. (sound only). The subjects’ tasks were medial vowel

identification, medial consonant identification, andVickers et al. (2001) demonstrated that amplifica-
tion of frequencies up to one octave above the esti- word recognition in sentences. Each listener was tested

with the experimental speech processors immediatelymated edge frequency of a high-frequency dead region
could be beneficial for most subjects. Amplification of after receiving them (no practice). The listeners were

seated 1 m in front of the loudspeaker in a sound-frequencies more than one octave higher than the
edge of the dead region did not help and actually treated room (IAC) and the sound level was set by

adjusting a 1000-Hz sinusoid to 70 dB rms on an A-reduced performance in some listeners. Turner and
colleagues demonstrated the potentially detrimental weighted scale. Each speech stimulus was digitally

scaled to have an rms level computed over the entireeffects of amplification within dead regions for speech
recognition (Hogan and Turner 1998; Turner and stimulus duration that was equal in level to the calibra-

tion sinusoid.Cummings 1999). Standard amplification formulas
actually led to reduced speech intelligibility in some The Nucleus-22 implant device includes a micro-

phone, an adjustable sensitivity setting, and an auto-hearing-impaired patients with more than 60 dB of
high-frequency hearing loss. They speculated that the matic gain control that determines the acoustic range

of sound that is mapped to electrical current (Cochlearamplification in a dead region produced a spread of
activation to healthy, unimpaired regions, resulting in Corp. 1995). Because the wide acoustic range of sound

must be mapped to the much smaller electricala distortion in the frequency–place pattern. For some
patients, this frequency–place distortion produced a dynamic range of the implant listener, some amount

of signal compression is necessary. Depending on thesignificant drop in speech recognition compared with
no amplification in the dead region. In this case, ampli- interactions of these three components, portions of

the acoustic signal may be peak- and/or center-fication and the resulting distortion apparently pro-
duced poorer speech recognition than if the speech clipped. Because the present experiment was con-

cerned with the relative effects of spectrally limitedinformation was lost altogether.
The hypothesis of the present study is that spectral speech, it was important to keep the acoustic input

range to the speech processor constant. In this way,warping of the tonotopic representation may result in
a larger detriment to speech recognition than if the any information loss would be due to local holes in the

spectral representation and could not be compensatedspectral information is simply lost. To most effectively
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TABLE 1

Pertinent information about cochlear implant users who participated in the experiment, including baseline vowel,
consonant, and sentence recognition scores, as well as average scores for the normal-hearing listeners

TIMIT
Duration CUNY Vowel Consonant baseline

Insertion of Frequency (sound only) NU-6 baseline baseline sentence
Age CI depth implant allocation sentence words phoneme phoneme (% word

Subject (yr) Gender Ear Etiology (rings out) use (yr) table (%C) (%C) (%C) (%C) correct)

N3 56 M R Trauma/ 3 7 7 79.4 24 59.6 56.6 46.3
unknown

N4 40 M R Trauma 4 5 9 99.0 70 80.8 85.4 74.5
N7 55 M R Unknown 0 2 9 99.0 48 66.7 75.0 67.8
N9 55 F L Hereditary 4 7 9 100.0 60 72.1 80.4 64.9
N14 63 M R Unknown 0 1 9 47.1 18 34.6 35.4 11.5
N19 74 M L Noise- 6 8 7 70.8 72.6 63.0

induced
Mean CI baseline performance with 20-electrode SPEAK processor 64.1 67.6 54.7

Mean NH baseline performance with 20-channel noise-band processor 90.6 95.1 97.3

The Nucleus-22 cochlear implant has 22 active stimulating electrodes and 10 passive electrodes that are present for mechanical stiffening, with spacing of 0.75
mm between each electrode ring. The surgeon estimates the insertion depth of the electrode array by counting the number of electrode rings outside the cochleostomy.
Frequency tables are standard filter sets that determine the overall frequency range used and which frequencies are assigned to each electrode. Frequency Allocation
Table 9 refers to the default table, which assigns the frequency range 150 Hz–10.8 kHz to the 20 electrode pairs; Frequency Allocation Table 7 uses the frequency
range 120 Hz–8.7 kHz

for by applying more gain to the acoustic input. Thus, Recognition of words in sentences was measured
using the Texas Instruments/Massachusetts Instituteimplant listeners were instructed to use the same vol-

ume sensitivity setting as their normal processor for of Technology (DARPA/TIMIT) corpus of sentence
materials (National Institute of Standards and Tech-all conditions and not to change that setting for the

duration of the experiment. Similarly, for normal-hear- nology 1990). For each condition, data were collected
from each listener for 20 sentences of varying lengthsing listeners, no normalization was applied to the

speech signal after the multichannel noise-band (from 3 to 13 words per sentence, with an average
of 6.8 words per sentence). The sentences were ofprocessing.

Vowel stimuli were taken from materials recorded moderate-to-high difficulty, spoken by multiple talkers,
and presented with no context or feedback on perfor-by Hillenbrand et al. (1994). Stimuli were presented

to the listeners and responses collected by custom soft- mance; no sentences were repeated to an individual
listener. Each word in a sentence was scored as correctware (Robert 1997). Listeners heard 10 presentations

(5 male and 5 female talkers) each of 12 medial vowels or incorrect and performance under a given condition
was expressed as the percentage of correct words.including 10 monophthongs (/i  ε æ u υ � � ɔ ��/)

and 2 diphthongs (/o e/) presented in a /h/-vowel-/
d/ context (heed, hid, head, had, who’d, hood, hod, Signal processing: CI listeners
hud, hawed, heard, hoed, hayed). Chance level on this
test was 8.33% correct with an upper 95% confidence The Nucleus-22 SPEAK processing strategy divides

speech into 20 contiguous frequency bands and assignslevel of 13.3%.
Consonant stimuli (3 male and 3 female talkers) the output of each frequency analysis band to one

electrode pair (Fig. 1). This frequency-to-electrodewere taken from materials recorded by Turner et al.
(1999) and Fu et al. (1998). Consonant confusion assignment is determined by selecting 1 of 15 fre-

quency allocation tables that map various acoustic fre-matrices were compiled from 12 presentations (6 talk-
ers times 2 repetitions of each talker) of each of 14 quency ranges to electrode locations (Cochlear Corp.

1995). The clinically assigned frequency allocationmedial consonants /b d g p t k l m n f s ʃ v z �/,
presented in an /a/-consonant-/a/ context. Tokens table was used for the baseline experimental speech

processor; four of the CI listeners used the defaultwere presented in random order by custom software
(Robert 1997) and the confusion matrices were ana- Table 9 (0.15–10.8-kHz frequency range) and two used

Table 7 (0.2–8.6-kHz frequency range). The normallyzed for information received on the production-
based categories of voicing, manner, and place of artic- frequency-to-electrode assignments also produce a

spectral shift between the lowest frequency analysisulation (Miller and Nicely 1955). Chance performance
level for this test was 7.14% correct with an upper 95% band and the most apical electrode location. In a fully

inserted Nucleus-22 electrode, the most apical activeconfidence level of 11.1%.
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of
signal processing for all listeners. The
spectrum from 150 Hz to 10.8 kHz was
divided into 20 bands corresponding to
equal mm distances along the basilar
membrane. The output of each band after
processing was used to modulate a
biphasic pulse train on a single electrode
for CI listeners or to modulate a band
of noise for NH listeners. Holes in the
spectral representation were created in
the apical, middle, or basal regions (api-
cal and basal shown) by turning off 2, 4,
6, or 8 output noise carrier bands or
electrodes.

electrode is located approximately 25 mm from the
round window. Using Greenwood’s (1990) frequency–
place formula and assuming a 35 mm cochlear length,
this location should correspond to an acoustic fre-
quency of 513 Hz. Thus, the cochlear location of the
most apical electrode is more than 4.6 mm basal to
the normal cochlear location corresponding to the
lowest cutoff frequency of Table 9 (150 Hz) or Table
7 (200 Hz).

Experimental processors were created by eliminat-
ing stimulation to 2, 4, 6, or 8 electrodes along the
array, resulting in tonotopic holes of 1.5, 3, 4.5, and
6 mm in extent; holes were created in the apical, mid-
dle, and basal regions of the cochlea. Four conditions
were created in which the spectral information that

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the four conditions for remap-would normally have been presented to those elec-
ping spectral information from the hole. The envelope informationtrodes was (1) dropped, (2) assigned to the electrode
from the filter bands that would have been assigned to the hole regionon the apical edge of the hole (“apical”), (3) assigned
was either dropped (upper left), presented to the apical edge of the

to the electrode on the basal edge of the hole (“basal”), hole (upper right), presented to the basal edge of the hole (lower
or (4) evenly split between the apical and basal edge right), or evenly split to the two edges of the hole.
of the hole (“split”) (Fig. 2). For the dropped condi-
tion, the threshold (T-level) and comfortable listening
level (C-level) for selected electrodes were set to the to the selected bands receive stimulation pulses on that

cycle. Because some electrodes were not stimulated indevice minimum, making the electrical stimulation
inaudible. For the three reassignment conditions, the the present experiment, the frequency reassignment

conditions sometimes resulted in changes in the per-output of selected frequency analysis channels was
routed to nearby electrodes; the target electrode would electrode rate of stimulation. For the electrodes at the

edges of the holes, the average pulse rate per electrodethen receive the electrical stimulation of both its own
frequency analysis channel and the channels that was sometimes higher for experimental processors that

reassigned the analysis bands from within the hole towould have normally been assigned to the electrodes
in the hole. an edge electrode. In the “dropped” condition, the

effective overall pulse rate was reduced because elec-The SPEAK processing strategy picks the six to ten
frequency bands with the highest energy for stimula- trodes in the hole region were stimulated at an inaudi-

ble level. These changes in stimulation rate were alltion approximately every 4 ms (McDermott 1989; Sel-
igman and McDermott 1995). The electrodes assigned dependent on speech materials and the experimental
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processor configurations, however, and it is difficult lower three panels. From left to right, each row pre-
to assess the effects (if any) of variable stimulation rates sents the results from holes placed in the basal, middle,
for each experimental condition. [Fu and Shannon and apical regions of the cochlea, respectively. Within
(2000) showed no effect on speech recognition of each panel, results from the four conditions that varied
changes in stimulation rate for rates above 150 pps/ the way spectral information from the hole was distrib-
electrode.] uted are represented by the four curves. In general,

speech recognition decreased as the hole size
increased and the decrease was larger for apical holes

Signal processing: NH listeners than for basal holes. Overall, there were few significant
differences between the four conditions that distrib-For the acoustic processors, the speech signal was
uted the spectral information around the hole. Aver-divided into 20 contiguous frequency bands by 6th-
age performance for normal-hearing listeners wasorder Butterworth filters; the cutoff frequencies of the
generally higher than average implant performancebands were selected to coincide with the filter divisions
(Table 1).in frequency allocation Table 9 (0.15–10.8-kHz fre-

Consonant recognition (Fig. 3) generally decreasedquency range) for the SPEAK processor (Cochlear
significantly as the size of the hole increased [F(3,240)Corp. 1995). The speech envelope was extracted from
� 197.22, p � 0.01 for NH, F(3,240) � 36.09, p � 0.01each filter by half-wave rectification and low-pass filter-
for CI]. For NH listeners, post hoc Scheffe tests revealeding with a 3rd-order Butterworth filter (220 Hz cutoff
that 4.5 mm holes in the apical, middle, and basalfrequency). In the “no hole” condition, the envelope
regions all caused performance to decrease signifi-from each band was used to modulate a broadband
cantly. For NH listeners there was no significant differ-white noise, which was then filtered by the same 6th-
ence in recognition between the four conditions whichorder Butterworth filter used in the frequency analysis.
distributed the spectral information from the hole inTo create holes in the noise-band speech, several out-
different ways (apical shift, basal shift, split, dropped)put noise bands were turned off. In the dropped condi-

tion, the output noise bands were simply omitted from [F(3,240) � 1.26, p � 0.29]. For CI listeners, post hoc
the processed signal. In the reassignment conditions, Scheffe tests revealed that 4.5 mm holes in the apical
the envelope waveforms that would have normally and middle regions significantly worsened consonant
been used to modulate the bands in the hole region recognition, while performance was not significantly
were summed and added to the envelope waveform affected in the basal region until the hole was 6 mm
for the noise carrier band at the edge of the hole in extent. For CI listeners, reassignment was significant
(Fig. 2). This summed modulation envelope was then [F(3,240) � 4.63, p � 0.01], but the post hoc Scheffe tests
divided by the number of contributing bands so that showed no significant differences between any pair of
its amplitude would not be higher than, and potentially reassignment conditions. This is probably due to the
mask, surrounding bands. Finally, all modulated noise fact that with large apical holes, one CI listener per-
bands were summed and presented to the listeners formed much more poorly than the others when the
through Tannoy Reveal loudspeakers (see Shannon et information was dropped (see Fig. 3, lower-right
al. 1995 for more details on signal processing). panel); when this listener was removed from the statis-

tical analysis, there was no significant difference
between reassignment conditions for the remaining
CI listeners. For this CI listener all reassignment condi-RESULTS
tions did improve performance compared to when
the information was dropped. However, the patternFigures 3, 4, and 5 present the results from the conso-
of performance for this listener in the reassignmentnant, vowel, and sentence recognition tests, respec-
conditions was similar to that of other CI and NHtively. Results are presented as a difference in percent
listeners; only the performance in the dropped condi-correct between the score for the experimental condi-
tion was deviant for this listener. Thus, it is probabletion and the score with no hole, after correcting both
that the data for this listener in the dropped conditionscores for chance performance. While there was rela-
are aberrant. NH listeners as a group had significantlytively little variability in scores across NH listeners, CI
higher overall performance on consonant recognitionlisteners had a wide range of scores in the no-hole
than CI listeners (Table 1), but, overall, there were nocondition (Table 1). Normalizing the results to the no-
significant differences between NH and CI listenershole performance reduced the cross-listener variability
once scores were normalized to the baseline perfor-but preserved the relative decrement in performance
mance. NH and CI listeners showed similar patternsdue to the hole. In Figures 3, 4, and 5, data from
of consonant recognition for basal and midcochleanormal-hearing listeners are presented in the top

three panels and implant results are presented in the holes, but CI listeners showed a smaller decrease in
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FIG. 3. Recognition of 14 consonants
as a function of hole location and size
for both NH and CI listeners. The four
curves in each panel represent data from
the four conditions that remapped the
spectral information to the edges of the
hole. The error bars show the standard
deviation. The bottom x-axis of the pan-
els shows the hole size in terms of the
number of electrodes, while the top x-
axis shows the hole size in terms of
cochlear distance in mm. The y-axis of
all panels shows the percent correct nor-
malized to the no-hole condition and
adjusted for chance.

FIG. 4. Recognition of 12 vowels as a
function of hole location and size for
both NH and CI listeners. The four curves
in each panel represent data from the
four conditions that remapped the spec-
tral information to the edges of the hole.
The error bars show the standard devia-
tion. The bottom x-axis of the panels
shows the hole size in terms of the num-
ber of electrodes, while the top x-axis
shows the hole size in terms of cochlear
distance in mm. The y-axis of all panels
shows the percent correct normalized to
the no-hole condition and adjusted for
chance.
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FIG. 5. Recognition of words in TIMIT
sentences as a function of hole location
and size for both NH and CI listeners.
The four curves in each panel represent
data from the four conditions that
remapped the spectral information to the
edges of the hole. The error bars show
the standard deviation. The bottom x-axis
of the panels shows the hole size in terms
of the number of electrodes, while the
top x-axis shows the hole size in terms
of cochlear distance in mm. The y-axis
of all panels shows the percent correct
normalized to the no-hole condition and
adjusted for chance.

consonant recognition than NH listeners for large api- showed a 60 percentage point drop for the same condi-
tion. In general, when there are no spectral cues, vowelcal holes.

Vowel recognition (Fig. 4) fell as the hole became recognition remains about 30% correct because of
nonspectral cues such as duration and overall ampli-wider [F(3,240) � 343.69, p � 0.01 for NH, F(3,240) �

100.36, p � 0.01 for CI], and there was a significant tude (Shannon et al. 1995). In this experiment, NH
listeners had a baseline (no hole) vowel recognitioninteraction between hole size and hole location [F(3,240)

� 122.55, p � 0.01 for NH, F(3,240) � 22.84, p � 0.01 score of 90.4%, while CI listeners had a baseline score
of 64.1% correct. Both groups of listeners dropped tofor CI]. For both NH and CI listeners, post hoc Scheffe

tests revealed that there was no significant decrease in about 30% correct with a 6 mm apical hole.
Sentence recognition (Fig. 5) generally decreasedvowel recognition for basal holes even up to 6 mm,

but that vowel recognition was significantly lower for significantly as the size of the hole increased [F(3,240)

� 109.11, p � 0.01 for NH, F(3,240) � 39.71, p � 0.01holes 4.5 mm or larger in the midcochlear region and
for holes larger than 3 mm in the apical region. There for CI], and there was a significant interaction between

hole size and hole location. For NH listeners, post hocwas no significant difference in recognition between
the four conditions that redistributed the spectral Scheffe tests revealed that there was no significant

decrease in performance for basal holes even up to 6information from the hole in different ways (apical
shift, basal shift, split, dropped) [F(3,240) � 0.40, p � mm, but that sentence recognition was significantly

lower for holes 4.5 mm or larger in the middle and0.76 for NH, F(3,240) � 0.37, p � 0.78 for CI]. NH
listeners as a group had significantly higher overall apical cochlear regions. It is difficult to gauge the

effect of the various experimental conditions for CIperformance on vowel recognition than did CI listen-
ers (Table 1), but there were no significant differences listeners, because of the large inter- and intrasubject

variability. Nonetheless, for CI listeners, post hoc Scheffebetween NH and CI listeners when scores obtained
with holes in the middle and basal regions were nor- tests revealed that performance significantly decreased

only when basal holes were 6 mm in extent and thatmalized to the baseline performance. Only in the api-
cal region did NH and CI listeners perform differently, sentence recognition was significantly lower for holes

4.5 mm and larger in the middle and apical cochlearwhere CI listeners showed a 35 percentage point drop
in performance with a 6 mm hole, while NH listeners regions. For both CI and NH listeners there were no
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significant differences in recognition between the four of absolute performance). This suggests that even the
best CI listener’s performance was not as good as thatconditions which distributed the spectral information

from the hole in different ways (apical shift, basal shift, of NH listeners restricted to the same number of spec-
tral channels. This observation is consistent with thesplit, dropped) [F(3,240) � 0.38, p � 0.77 for NH, F(3,240)

� 1.06, p � 0.37 for CI]. There were slight differences results of previous studies that showed CI listeners were
using only the equivalent of 4–8 channels of spectralbetween the pattern of results for CI and NH listeners.

NH listeners showed no decrease in sentence recogni- information (Fishman et al. 1997; Dorman and Loizou
1998; Eddington et al. 1997; Friesen et al. 2001). Intion for hole sizes of 3 mm or less in the apical and

middle regions of the cochlea, and no decrease in those studies, NH performance increased substantially
as the number of channels was increased from 8 toperformance for holes in the basal region. CI listeners’

performance was not significantly decreased by holes 20, but CI performance was unchanged as the number
of electrodes was increased from 8 to 20.3 mm or less in the apical and middle regions; however,

it was significantly reduced by a 6 mm hole in the basal
region, while NH listeners’ performance was not. For
holes larger than 3 mm, NH listeners’ performance DISCUSSION
decreased sharply with hole size, while CI listeners’
performance decreased more gradually. These differ- Holes in acoustic vs. electric hearing
ences in the shape of the curves between NH and
CI listeners are probably due to ceiling effects. NH NH listeners were able to achieve higher overall scores

than CI listeners. This could be because the NH listen-listeners obtained word recognition scores close to
100% correct for holes up to 3 mm at all cochlear ers were using a 20-band processor that used a Contin-

uous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) strategy while CIlocations; CI listeners, on average, achieved only 65%
correct for the baseline condition. However, the better listeners were using a 20-band SPEAK processing strat-

egy. (CIS processors stimulate each electrode at a highCI listeners had a pattern of performance more similar
to that of the NH listeners. rate, like 800 pulses/s, modulated by the speech enve-

lope from each band. SPEAK performs a 20-band FFTConsonant recognition was less affected by tono-
topic holes than was vowel or sentence recognition, every 4 ms and selects electrodes associated with the six

bands with the most energy for stimulation.) However,probably because consonant recognition relies more
on temporal cues than spectral cues. Figures 6 and 7 previous studies have not observed any significant dif-

ferences between CIS and SPEAK processing with thepresent the results of an analysis of consonant informa-
tion received for NH and CI listeners, respectively. same number of electrodes in implant listeners (Fish-

man et al. 1997; Friesen et al. 2001). In those studies,Voicing and manner information were both virtually
unaffected by the size of the hole at all cochlear loca- performance of CI listeners was similar for 20-band

SPEAK and 8-band CIS processing, and both were simi-tions. These cues are primarily temporal cues (Van
Tasell et al. 1987) and require only minimal spectral lar to the performance of NH listeners with 4–8-chan-

nel noise-band processors. While NH listeners’information for nearly perfect reception (Shannon et
al. 1995). [The only exception was for CI listeners, performance continued to improve as the number of

bands was increased, implant performance did notwhich again was caused by a single listener who per-
formed poorly with large apical holes (note the large improve as the number of electrodes was increased

beyond 7 (10 for some test materials). This implieserror bars in the right column of panels in Fig. 7).]
However, for both NH and CI listeners, information that the difference in overall performance between

NH and CI listeners was due to NH listeners’ abilityreceived on place of articulation decreased consider-
ably as the hole size was increased, particularly for the to utilize all the spectral information provided by the

20 channels. It is not clear why CI listeners appear toapical hole location. This pattern of results is similar
to that observed for vowel recognition. The similarity be unable to utilize all the spectral information avail-

able to them.between vowel recognition and information received
on consonant place of articulation demonstrates that In spite of the difference in overall performance

level, the pattern of performance reduction was similarholes in the tonotopic representation primarily affect
spectral cues. for NH and CI listeners. Some exceptions to this gener-

alization were due to ceiling effects (NH sentence rec-Figure 8 compares NH and CI results averaged
across reassignment conditions; in this figure scores ognition) or floor effects (CI vowel recognition). NH

and CI listeners were affected similarly as the spectralwere not normalized or adjusted for chance-level per-
formance. The hatched area shows the total range of information was removed from the signal. The differ-

ence in overall performance level between NH and CIscores obtained by the 6 CI listeners. Note that the
upper edge of the hatched region is similar in shape listeners may have been a result of CI listeners’ inability

to use more than 8 spectral channels, but the effectto NH listeners’ pattern of results (but lower in terms
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FIG. 6. Consonant information re-
ceived on the production-based catego-
ries of voicing, manner, and place of
articulation for NH listeners as a function
of hole location and size, for four condi-
tions of remapping. The error bars show
the standard deviation. The bottom x-axis
of the panels shows the hole size in terms
of the number of electrodes, while the
top x-axis shows the hole size in terms
of cochlear distance in mm.

of a tonotopic hole was similar for both sets of listeners bands to speech intelligibility for a standard set of
monosyllablic words. Importance weighting functionsbecause the same information was removed. This

observation suggests that the relative effect of a hole for other materials can deviate considerably from the
ANSI standard function (Studebaker and Sherbecoein the spectral information is similar for different levels

of spectral resolution. 1993). Although the vowel and consonant materials
used in the present experiment were different from
the ANSI standard word materials, the standardPredictions of articulation theory
weighting function was used as an approximation for
the present calculations.Predictions of the SII for the conditions of the present

experiment were computed. Since there were no sig- In the present experiment the frequency range
from 150 Hz to 10 kHz was divided into 20 frequencynificant differences between reassignment conditions,

the results from all reassignment conditions were aver- bands. The ANSI specifications apply to the frequency
range from 160 Hz to 8 kHz and values are providedaged for each speech test. SII values were computed

using the ANSI 1/3-octave band-importance weighting only at 1/3-octave intervals. To calculate SII predic-
tions for the present experiment, the ANSI weightingfunction [see Table 3, ANSI S3.5 (1997)]. These

weights reflect the contribution of specific frequency function was converted from frequency to cochlear
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FIG. 7. Consonant information re-
ceived on the production-based catego-
ries of voicing, manner, and place of
articulation for CI listeners as a function
of hole location and size, for four condi-
tions of remapping. The error bars show
the standard deviation. The bottom x-axis
of the panels shows the hole size in terms
of the number of electrodes, while the
top x-axis shows the hole size in terms
of cochlear distance in mm.

location according to Greenwood (1990). Weights of the mean value across remapping conditions for each
hole size and location was used. The data were normal-zero were assigned to frequencies above or below the

ANSI frequency table. The weighting values for each ized to those for the baseline (no hole) condition so
that the curves peak at 0 shift in percent correct whereof the 20 filters in the present experiment were inter-

polated linearly in terms of cochlear location from the the SII was defined to have a value of 1. These plots
were fitted with a sigmoidal function of the form:ANSI standard values. For the present calculations the

weights were increased slightly so that the total inte-
%correct � 100 * (1 � 10�SII/Q )n (1)

grated SII value for the 20-band condition equaled 1.
SII values were then computed by integrating the area where n and Q are fitting parameters. The optimum

parameter values were obtained by minimizing rmsunder the interpolated weighting function. The SII
for the hole conditions was computed by assigning errors. Table 2 presents the parameter values of these

curves and the corresponding rms error (in percent-weights of zero to the frequency range of the hole.
NH listeners’ normalized speech recognition results age points). The resulting best-fit curves are plotted

as the solid lines in Figure 9. Note that the value of Qfor all hole conditions are plotted as a function of SII
values in Figure 9. Because there was no significant was relatively similar for the three sets of materials,

but the value of n was quite different for consonants.difference between any of the remapping conditions,
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the absolute
levels of speech recognition for NH and
CI listeners. Results have been averaged
across remapping conditions. The filled
symbols with the solid lines present
mean results for NH listeners and the
error bars show the standard deviation;
the open symbols with the solid lines
present mean results for CI listeners. The
bottom x-axis of the panels shows the
hole size in terms of the number of elec-
trodes, while the top x-axis shows the
hole size in terms of cochlear distance
in mm. The y-axis of all panels shows
the absolute percent correct. The hatched
area represents the total range of scores
obtained from CI listeners.

Vowel and sentence recognition required a value of n 1986; Warren et al. 1995), the present results suggest
that the loss of spectral information due to a hole inthat was 6–7 times higher than for consonant recogni-

tion. This may reflect the fact that consonantal distinc- the tonotopic representation can be well represented
by the traditional SII model. Application of the SIItions are less dependent on spectral resolution than

vowel or sentence recognition. model to the average CI results produced an rms error
ranging from 0.8% to 5.7% across conditions; slightlyThe parameters estimated from the aggregate data

were then used to model performance for the individ- larger rms error values than for NH listeners, but still
comparable to the standard deviation of the measure-ual experimental hole conditions. The model results

are presented in Figure 10 and compared with the ments. Thus, the loss of spectral information due to
a hole in the tonotopic representation can be relativelyaverage results from NH listeners. Note that the predic-

tions of SII are relatively close to the actual data, with well modeled by the SII for both CI and NH listeners.
the rms error of the predictions ranging from 0.64%
to 4.44%. This error value is similar to the standard Implications for preserving/restoring the lost
deviation of the measurements and so constitutes a information
good fit. Although previous results have suggested that
separated spectral bands can interact synergistically The present results are not encouraging for the pros-

thetic restoration of lost information due to a hole in(Lippmann 1996; Breeuwer and Plomp 1984, 1985,
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FIG. 10. SII predictions for NH listeners as a function of hole size
and location. Filled symbols represent data from NH listeners aver-
aged across remapping conditions and open symbols represent SII
predictions.FIG. 9. Speech recognition by NH listeners as a function of the

Speech Intelligibility Index (SII) for the three sets of speech materials.
The solid lines represent sigmoidal fits to the normalized data by
eq. (1).

presented to the correct tonotopic location. This pat-
tern was evident in the detailed analysis of consonant
information received. Reassigning the spectral infor-TABLE 2
mation to the edges of the hole did not change theParameter values for SII analysis and the rms error in
amount of information received on voicing, manner,percentage points
or place of articulation. It is still possible that other

Basal Middle Apical
reassignments could result in a rescue of the informa-Speech hole hole hole

material Q n rms rms rms tion from the hole region but the simple reassignments
used in this experiment did not.Consonants 0.32 9.2 1.16 0.86 2.36

This observation is consistent with recent resultsVowels 0.26 50.0 3.48 3.06 4.44
obtained by Turner and colleagues (Hogan andTIMIT

sentences 0.26 48.0 1.22 1.00 0.64 Turner 1998; Turner and Cummings 1999; Turner et
al. 1999). Finding that amplification in patients withValues were calculated for the average of all reassignment conditions for

NH listeners. more than 60 dB of high-frequency hearing loss could
actually degrade speech performance, they suggested
that such amplification resulted in the reassignment
of spectral information to a lower tonotopic place (duethe receptor array. The information from the hole
to the spread of excitation in the cochlea near theregion was remapped to the edges of the hole in three
amplified region). In Turner’s studies, such reassign-different ways and none resulted in improved per-
ment resulted in a decrease in performance for someformance (although none degraded performance
listeners and no change in performance for others;either). Although the information in the speech signal
no listeners showed an increase in performance as awas preserved, neither NH nor CI listeners showed
result of amplification. However, Vickers et al. (2001)any benefit of reassigning the spectral information to
found some benefit of amplifying frequencies up to 1the edges of the hole as compared with simply drop-
octave above the estimated edge frequency in listenersping the information. This suggests that the pattern

of spectral information becomes unusable if it is not diagnosed with a high-frequency dead region. This
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result implies that some listeners may be able to make Normal-hearing and cochlear implant listeners
showed similar patterns of results, suggesting that theuse of “reassigned” information.

One issue that complicates the interpretation of loss of information caused by tonotopic holes was the
primary factor in performance and that NH and CIthe present results is the potential effect of long-term

learning. The present results show no benefit of listeners were similarly affected by that loss of informa-
tion. However, the present results are discouraging forremapping spectral information around a hole when

the listeners had no time to practice or adapt to the the prospect of restoring this lost information: None
of the conditions in this experiment that attemptednew mapping. It is possible that listeners might be

able to make use of remapped information if given to “rescue” the lost information by remapping it to
the edges of the hole produced any improvement.sufficient time to adapt to the new pattern. Van Tasell

et al. (1992) found significant improvement on conso-
nant recognition in NH listeners after training on sin-
gle-channel noise processors. Rosen et al. (1999)
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